
WEATHER

Winter – better chance of warmer than normal temperatures for the western half 
of the country while an equal chance of either cold or warm for the eastern half

▪ Weather has been cold in the northeast – NOAA forecast was projecting a 
higher probability for warmer than normal winter in the northern consuming 
regions (Fall Alert) – now they switched to an equal chance (hedging their 
bets?)

▪ A survey of long term weather projections indicates there isn’t a consensus in 
overall weather deviation from normal for the northeast

▪ Out of 5 services – 3 had cold and 2 warm
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ELECTRIC PRICE

After last winter’s price spikes, supportive weather during the summer and a cold November, electricity prices are 
on the rise.  However, prices in late 2019 and 2020 provide some relief (reduction) yet are still above some 
historical value levels.

▪ Current price quotes are above most value parameters – about the same as long term average 
▪ Forward prices are higher than historical index prices with the exception of Winter price spikes (Fig B)
▪ Risk / Reward Ratio – 0.75 to 1 or an equal chance of a 20% increase and a 30% decrease

CBRE PERSPECTIVE 

Electricity – Bullish

Early winter weather produced increased price volatility as compared 
to previous years.  The recent cold weather and a tight natural gas 
market along with the memory of last winter’s price spikes has the 
NE electricity market trending much higher.

• Current price quotes are above most value parameters – nearly 
$49 for the next 12 months – trending higher for most of the year

• Prices at this level require thoughtful strategy – call and we can 
discuss pricing and product options

* Prices are for Energy Only


